
The TV and Movie corpora (released February 2019) 
 
The Movie Corpus and the TV Corpus (part of the corpora from English-Corpora.org) are the largest available 
corpora of informal English. The TV Corpus contains 325 million words in 75,000 very informal TV shows (e.g. 
comedies and dramas) from 1950-2018, and the Movie Corpus contains 200 million words in 25,000 movie 
scripts from 1930-2018. 
 
By way of comparison, they are (respectively) 20 times as large and 32 times as large as 10 million words in 
the “conversation” portion of the British National Corpus (BNC), even including the 2014 BNC update:  
 

BNC-Spoken  

Movies 
 

TV Corpus 
 

 
In addition to being very large, the corpora also contain extremely informal language. In fact, in many cases 
it is more informal than the language in actual spoken corpora, like the Spoken portion of the BNC. For 
example, all of the following phrases are much more common in the TV and Movie corpora than in BNC-
Spoken. 
 

. you _vv* me ? . You heard me?   (=subject ellipsis) 

, ok|okay ? we're leaving now, OK? 

, right ? you're pretty tired, right? 

BE so not ADJ That is so not possible. 

I told you I told you to get out of here 

DO n't get it I don't get it – how could he even do that? 

how can you How can you even say that? 

I totally I totally get it now! 

my God My God -- she's horrible! 

. it 's ADJ . . It's sad. She's totally forgotten him. (=short phrases) 

 
Even “situational” phrases like the following are much more common in the TV and Movie corpora, showing 
that these scripts are very oriented to the "here and now". 
  

hand me * NOUN Hand me a towel. 

. Get out . Get out before I call the police! 

do n't leave Don't leave! I need you! 
 
  



Evidence for the highly informal nature of the corpora extends to syntax as well. For example, the progressive 
(e.g. I was talking to someone) occurs more in the Spoken part of the BNC than in any other section (e.g. 
fiction or newspaper). But the progressive is even more common in the TV and Movie corpora (TV data shown 
below). Conversely, the passive with be (e.g. the country was colonized in the 18th century) occurs less in 
BNC-Spoken than in the other parts of the BNC, and yet it even less common in the TV and Movie corpora 
(and the scripts in these corpora are becoming even more informal over time). 
 

   
 

The TV and Movie corpora can also be used to look at language change (TV: 1950-2018; Movies: 1930-
2018). In fact, they are the only large corpora that allow us to examine changes in very informal language 
over the last 70-80 years. (Apologies in advance for the obscenities here; that is also part of the change in 
the texts over time.)  
 

 More common 1930-1969 (movies) More common 1990-2018 (movies) 

ADJ swell, splendid, sore, fond, delighted, dreadful, 
darn, phony, blasted, satisfactory, snappy, 
darned, apt, no-good, cockeyed, screwy, 
disgraceful, crummy, beastly, frightful, double-
crossing, phoney, bashful, confounded, shrewd, 
soapy, daffy 

f--king, okay, cool, weird, damn, g--d---, huge, 
awesome, pregnant, super, sexy, scary, 
unbelievable, sexual, boring, pathetic, gross, 
massive, nuclear, creepy, global, creative, 
magical, intense, ultimate, sh-tty, homeless, 
random, corporate, pissed 

NOUN darling, fellow, pardon, dough, wagon, 
headquarters, chap, cigar, railroad, brandy, 
telegram, corporal, crook, hunch, regiment, 
squadron, handkerchief, shilling, cinch, butler, 
skipper, chauffeur, plenty, tailor, sonny, mink, 
nuisance, mammy, waltz, newspaperman 

sh-t, hell, mom, f--k, a-s, b-tch, dude, sex, drug, 
a--h---, tv, bullsh-t, m-f-r, b-st-rd, girlfriend, 
relationship, d-ck, computer, video, tape, crap, 
bro, p-ssy, n-g--, grunt, role, bike, chick, cancer, 
butt 

VERB shall, suppose, pardon, phone, spoil, frighten, 
telephone, permit, object, congratulate, oblige, 
dine, notify, faint, quarrel, acquaint, delight, 
amuse, intrude, dislike, slug, scram, furnish, 
sock, darn, consent, tangle, fuss, peddle, double-
cross 

f--k, suck, screw, p-ss, focus, freak, date,  
r-pe, pee, film, score, b-tch, sh-t, chill, define, 
stress, evolve, f-rt, activate, surf, tape, 
participate, process, monitor, target, 
manipulate, trigger, puke, initiate, generate 

   



In addition, because the texts in the corpora come from six different English-speaking countries, we can also 
use the data to compare these varieties. For example, the following are words that are more common in 
American and British TV shows: 
 

 American British 

ADJ okay, crazy, damn, awesome, cute, dumb, federal, 
goddamn, gross, lame, adorable, lousy, crappy, sloppy, 
phony, downtown, cozy, busted, darn, cranky, high-
end, one-time, high-school, canned, cellular, big-time, 
African-American, goofy, off-limits, old-school, sassy, 
condescending, puffy, big-a--, sketchy, wordy, 
charmed, disoriented, kick-a--, bitchy, narcissistic, 
crummy, self-centered, curt, trashy, whimsical, dorky, 
scrappy 

daft, posh, dodgy, knackered, ruddy, 
barmy, sodding, poxy, dozy, soppy, 
mucky, disused, chuffed, tinned, whirly, 
manky, disorientated, pish, fiddly 

NOUN guy, mom, honey, dude, cop, agent, a--, movie, buddy, 
apartment, truck, chef, buck, dollar, sweetie, mommy, 
attorney, mayor, butt, cookie, grandma, a--h---, candy, 
grade, parking, senator, couch, vacation, closet, 
homicide, garbage, jerk, baseball, grandpa, elevator, 
trash, math, thanksgiving, shooter, roommate, bud, 
assignment, prom, tech, mall, dessert, heck, bout, 
zombie, soda, motel, halloween, therapist, basketball, 
counselor, lawsuit, diaper, congressman, chili,  

mum, bloke, a-se, quid, rubbish, b-ll-ck, 
solicitor, railway, vicar, telly, guv, 
grandad, petrol, ladyship, mammy, 
shilling, maths, lorry, a---h---, advert, 
motorway, tosser, tenner, pence, nutter, 
punter, gearbox, footballer, windscreen, 
pensioner, barman, pram, tuppence, 
prat, flatmate, lodger, roundabout, 
vicarage, workhouse, pillock, sixpence 

VERB guess, figure, kid, damn, date, quit, hire, freak, yell, 
bust, file, hook, testify, pee, coach, assign, schedule, 
graduate, violate, practice, dial, jerk, sniffle, 
participate, brag, party, merge, poop, hustle, 
reschedule 

reckon, fancy, shag, sod, flog, w-nk, 
queue, burgle, snigger, snog, plod, 
splutter, clamber 

 
As with all of the other corpora from English-Corpora.org, you can quickly and easily create “Virtual Corpora”, 
which you can then store and search at a later date (and even compare among your different virtual corpora). 
For example, the Movie corpus allows you to select movies based on year, genre, country, movie rating, IMDB 
rating, words in the title, the plot, or the script itself, and it creates the corpus in just 1-2 seconds.  
 

 



 
The TV corpus allows you to create similar Virtual Corpora from the 75,000 TV episodes in the corpus. For 
example, you could quickly create virtual corpora from TV series like Star Trek Next Generation, Dr Who, 
Friends, or The Office, and then easily compare between these corpora. You can even click on any episode 
to see the IMDB entry for that show. 
 

 
 

       
 
In 1-2 seconds more, you can generate “keywords” from your Virtual Corpus, as with the following noun 
keywords from Star Trek Next Generation: 
 

 



 
For any search, you can of course see excerpts from the TV or movie scripts (as in these entries for the word 
feelings in the TV series Friends): 
 

 
 
Finally, there is a wealth of information from IMDB for each of the 25,000 movie scripts and 75,000 TV 
episodes, and you can always click in the display from the TV or Movie corpora to see more information from 
IMDB itself. 
 

 
 
In summary, the TV Corpus (325 million words) and the Movie Corpus (200 million words) allow you to quickly 
and easily search through extremely large amounts of data, to gain unparalleled insight into informal, 
colloquial English. 


